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Tacklebox Trivia 
Clues & Answers 

Fishing Safety:
You must always have this type of supervision when fishing. What is adult?  

Before fishing at a specific location, you need to get this from the property owner. 
What is permission? 

Check this before you go fishing. What is the weather? 
 
You should never fish where people are doing this. What is swimming? 
 
Give this to other people who are fishing nearby. What is room?  

Fishing Equipment: 
You’ll want to bring this essential piece of equipment to hold your fishing line. 
What is a fishing rod? 

To catch fish, you’ll need this special string, usually clear or colorful. What is  
fishing line? 
 
This handy tool helps you remove the hook from a fish’s mouth without hurting it.  
What are fishing pliers or a fish hook remover? 

This sharp, curved device is what you attach to your line to catch fish. What is a 
fish hook?  

Types of Bait: 
This long, wiggly creature, found in the soil, moves without legs and is often 
slimy. What is a worm?  

This popular picnic food, often grilled and placed in a bun, can also attract fish 
when used as bait. What is a hot dog? 
 
This item looks like something else the fish would like to eat, but it’s not. What is 
an artificial lure?
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This sandwich staple, often used with peanut butter and jelly, can also be a 
surprising choice for catching fish. What is bread? 

These hopping creatures, often found in your backyard, can make a tasty treat 
for fish. What are crickets?  

Cub Scout Six Essentials: 
This small, noisy tool can help you call for help in case of an emergency. What 
is a whistle? 
 
You should always have this handy kit in case of small injuries. What is a first-
aid kit?  

Fill this up before heading out, so you can stay hydrated during your outdoor 
adventure. What is a water bottle?  

Pack this for a quick energy boost. You can even make it with your den. What 
is trail food? 
 
Before you go outdoors, remember to apply this to protect your skin. What is 
sunscreen?

This can really light up your night. What is a flashlight?


